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• The authors 
have carefully 
selected the 
most important 
material

• Best to 
understand the 
main points

• The authors 
included every 
possible detail

• Best if you plan 
to build on this 
work and need 
complete 
knowledge
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”Direct to Journal”

• Sometimes people just do that
• Paper needs to be longer than conference format
• Paper contains nothing new

Explain existing 
results in a new 

way

Surveys an 
entire area

Integrates several 
conference papers 

into a coherent whole
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”Direct to TV” not a good sign for a film, but better for journals.Tutorial papers, survey papers, integration papers.
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How do we find a paper?

• Full-Text@Chalmers
• Free access to many scientific publishers
• Accessible from within the Chalmers network (including 

VPN)

• Digital libraries
• ACM digital library, IEEE digital library, etc
• (may require payment)

• Author’s home page
• Can often find a PDF by Googling
• May not be the ”official” published version



Open Access

• Publishers make articles free to download for anyone

The reader is the customer
Succeed by publishing a 
quality product

The author is the customer
Succeed by publishing very 
many papers

Readers like 
it!

Authors like 
it!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Old saying: ”follow the money” (from documentary about the Watergate scandal). This has resulted in a plethora of ”spam” journals and conferences that nobody reads.



World Multi-Conference on 
Systemics, Cybernetics and 
Informatics 2005

Generate your own fake 
paper at

https://pdos.csail.mit.edu
/archive/scigen/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Randomly generated paper submitted by MIT students. (SCIgen).The URL also lists venues that have accepted SCIGen papers!One conf series organised by hotel marketing manager in Florida. Hotel gets business, authors get ”publications” and a trip paid by employer—everybody wins! Except science, and the employer.



Citations
…
results in higher-order functions. 
Hughes makes a slightly different but 
equally compelling argument in 
Hughes [1984] where he emphasizes 
the importance of
…

REFERENCES
AASA, A., HOLMSTROM, S., AND 
NILSSON, C. 1987. An efficiency 
comparison of some 
…
HUGHES, J. 1984. Why functional 
programming matters. Tech. Rep. 16. 
Programming Methodology Group, 
Chalmers University of Technology. 

…
This insight has been described more 
appropriately by Hughes, Thompson, 
and surely others [19,33]. 
…
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Citation graph
Use Google Scholar’s 
reverse citations to 

understand the impact of 
an idea



What else did the author do?



What makes a paper highly cited?

• An important, widely used result or method
• Inspired many others
• A good introduction to a topic
• A good survey of an area
• Easy to read and understand
• Old
• In a popular area



Why do authors cite?

• Present paper builds directly on a previous one
• Older paper solves a similar problem in a different 

way
• To show the author is aware of standard works in 

the field
• Survey articles are invaluable!

• To cite author’s own previous work
• To cite reviewers’ own previous work



Scholarship

Summarize

Often, the original papers on a topic give much better 
explanations, because that is their main raison d’être



How to read a paper

1. A quick scan
• What is it about?
• Do I want to read it?
• 5—10 minutes

2. Read
• Skip some details—proofs etc
• 1 hour

3. Reconstruct
• Make sure you understand every detail
• 4—5 hours

S. Keshav. 2007. How to read a 
paper. SIGCOMM Comput. 

Commun. Rev. 37, 3 (July 2007), 
83-84



Your Task

• Find an important CS paper to study 
• >=100 citations

• Read it thoroughly
• Find and read at least one important previous 

paper (from list of references)
• Find and read at least one important successor 

paper
• Become an expert in the topic of your main paper

• You’ll be explaining it to the rest of us!

Read Keshav (2007) first!
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